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Clever Climate Control...

COMMERCIAL SLIDING DOOR

Choice:
The ENOVATION Commercial 40mm Sliding Door range gives you choices, be it the choice to connect with the
outside world, or choose to keep the elements out, utilizing the unique EZI–SEAL Technology.
Suitable for projects including, High End Residential, High Rise Apartments, Commercial, Restaurants and
more.
The ENOVATION Commercial Sliding Door allows you to create openings up to 14.4mtr wide by 3 meter high or
even 90 degree postless corner units of 7.2mtr each way.
You can really connect with the outside and expand the size of your living space by sliding open all the moveable
panels. Even if you wish to close up the doors when the weather turns nasty, you can still enjoy the panoramic
views on offer, safe and warm behind the strength and security that the ENOVATION Commercial Sliding Door
provides.
Low profile high performance sill with clean lined European aesthetics.
Performance:
When water, air, noise and thermal insulation qualities are paramount, the ENOVATION Commercial 40mm Sliding Door provides the performance you need.
Numerous framing options allow for high wind load performance.
Our Ezi Seal Corner Technology allowing the continuous unbroken seals to meet both horizontally and vertically
creating a complete seal for better weather sealing and noise
reduction performance.
Tested at an independant approved NATA facility, the results proved the Hi-performance features of this Enovative Commercial 40mm Sliding Door System outperforms other Systems on the market.

Designed to Comply with Australian Standards AS2047.

Technology:
EZI-SLIDE heavy duty dual carriage bogey rollers incorporating new
Technology allows for Ezi glide operation of the doors. Dual Precision
Bearings per roller, two rollers per assembly parallels the same
performance of a four roller carriaged assembly.
Glazing options from 5mm to 15mm Single Glazed and 25 to 32mm
IGU Double Glazed and configurations including two, three, four, six
or eight door combinations ensures suitability for any variation of
design.
The bi-parting configuration allows the inside panels to slide out of
the way allowing for a large open area in the middle of the door.
These sliders are the answer to opening your room and with the
90 Degree Postless Corner application, will give you uninterrupted
views to the outside, allowing you to bring the outdoors in.
Options:
A single track option is also available to suit cavity sliding doors that
conceals the sliding door sash in the fully open position inside the
wall cavity leaving a clear open space.
An option for a Disabled Access Sill Threshold to meet local council
requirements but still offering superior weatherability, is available.
Screening sections are available for the Double and Triple Tracks
including an inside sliding option.
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